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Monday's Phonics- 8th Feb 2021
starter: www.phonicsplay.co.uk >> Phase2 >>Pick a picture (login: jan21 password:home)

Monday's Phonics- 8th Feb 2021

What to send on
Finding 'th' worksheet see p.15

Sing the alphabet!

Letter names :ABC

letter sounds: how we read them

Sky-write with eyes open and closed:  Down the tower, across the tower. (t) 
Down the horse's head ot its hooves, then over his back. (h)
listen: YouTube- Jolly phonics th
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All these words contain 'th'. Can you tell me where you hear 
the 'th' sound (beginning or end)?

sloth

zebra

think

moth

bath

path math

Sort the pictures by which sound they contain (no odd ones out) 

Say the word, say 'th', do the action           and write the sound. 1. Can you point at our new sound (th)?   2. Robot talk each words to read them.    
3. Connect words to pictures. Which one is an alien word? (no meaning)  doth>> alien word 

moth  doth 

bath   path
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1. Can you point at our new sound (th)?   2. Robot talk each words to read them. 
   3. Connect words to pictures. Which one is an alien word? (no meaning)

thin    thimc

 thimc > alien word 

sloth   cloth
be  she me

we  he  into

 I   go   is

Can you find me...

How many words? Where are the finger spaces? Can you find our new sound 'th'? 
Read each word (robot talk if needed), then read the whole sentence from the beginning. 

He put a fish in a 
bath. 

How many words? Where are the finger spaces? Can you find our new sound 'th'? 
Read each word (robot talk if needed), then read the whole sentence from the beginning. 

moss on the thin 
path 
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Make this caption from the words bellow: 

moss on
thepath thin

What to send on                     Can you circle all the 'th' sounds in this story? Your 
parents can read it for you. 
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